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The two youths were both involuntarily stunned by this development. 

 

Tsk, this time they both completely affirmed Darling Qiao’s statement that it was definitely this rascal, 

cough, cough, this Tianji Treasure Blueprint that had harassed their Darling Qiao relentlessly! 

 

Otherwise, how could it be so not reserved? 

 

Hey, you were a divine weapon! Why did you automatically open up when she only just injected that 

teeny bit of mystic energy? 

 

The two had taken everything into account and knew that the little girl’s mystic energy was definitely 

not enough to contract with this divine weapon. They had secretly decided at that time that they would 

assist her by infusing in mystic energy from the sidelines… 

 

And then, it turned out to be such a bizarre situation. 

 

Not even three seconds were needed for the little girl to successfully contract with the Tianji Treasure 

Blueprint! 

 

The Tianji Treasure Blueprint transformed into a shooting star and directly entered her conscious. 

 

The two looked at her flabbergastedly for a while, but she didn’t pay much attention to them. She was 

currently using her mystic conscious to inspect that Tianji Treasure Blueprint in her conscious. 

 

She couldn’t see what exactly was so special about it. It was only that after this blueprint unfurled open 

in her conscious, it could allow her to browse through the mechanisms and concealed weapons 

techniques as she wished. 



 

After a glance, Darling Qiao wasn’t interested in looking further. 

 

Those mechanisms and concealed weapons techniques were all strange and weird diagrams that looked 

like undecipherable scribblings. The few words present were also profound and difficult to understand. 

With so few words, who could understand this strange thing? 

 

When she returned to the present, she was slightly taken aback when she saw the two youths looking at 

her with sparkling eyes. 

 

Our dear Qiao Mu simply didn’t know that with her measly level-eight cultivation, it would normally be 

impossible for her to successfully contract with this kind of divine weapon without the assistance of 

others. 

 

She, such an oddball, truly was unprecedented and unheard of. 

 

“Cough.” Our fellow Duan Yue coughed lightly, then said with a chuckle, “This is presumably fate, huh? 

Isn’t that right, Crown Prince Mo?” 

 

If not for that Tianji Treasure Blueprint taking a fancy to the little girl, how else could it be explained? 

 

Mo Lian swept him a glance and nodded in rare agreement. 

 

Qiao Mu was baffled and didn’t even know what the heck they were conversing about. With a motion of 

her mystic conscious, she summoned out that Tianji Treasure Blueprint from her conscious. 

 

“The mechanisms and concealed weapons techniques on this are all undecipherable scribblings! You 

guys can look at it yourselves.” In any case, she couldn’t understand it… 

 



Immediately after she motioned her mystic conscious, that Tianji Treasure Blueprint abruptly unfurled 

continuously for several meters before their eyes. It was encased in a golden light, and the text and 

images popped out and floated before them in 3D. 

 

The two youths hurriedly ran over to the ends of the blueprint and studied it for a while with intoxicated 

expressions. 

 

Qiao Mu: … Blame her for being uncultured! 

 

“Qiaoqiao, can I make a copy of it?” The two youths unexpectedly asked in unison. 

 

“How so?” 

 

With a flip of their hands, they each took out a piece of jade stone. 

 

Qiao Mu ran over to take a look and asked impatiently, “Is this that something, something dark jade 

from the Underworld Sea that’s used for technique inheritances?” 

 

“Of course it isn’t.” Duan Yue couldn’t help saying with a smile, “These two are common scarlet jades 

and violet jades. The dark jade from the Underworld Sea that you’re talking about can only be found by 

chance. You can not only use it for secret technique inheritances but also use it to nourish your 

conscious. Tsk, tsk, where can you even find a piece?” 

 

Our dear Qiao Mu once again exposed the fact that she wasn’t cultured, so she shut up. 

 

She wasn’t going to ask them how they were going to make a copy. She just simply continued displaying 

the Tianji Treasure Blueprint and let them busy themselves. 

 



This darling is a great talisman practitioner. Not one of you can understand this darling’s undecipherable 

scribblings! 

 

Thus, the two youths each stood on one side of the blueprint… 


